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Handbook-2

Organising a Trade Union
Introduction
Handbook Two provides practical information on setting up a trade union by
building a membership base, setting up structures and building towards
registration. It includes guidelines for organising and managing the union with
an emphasised and ideas on writing a constitution and communicating with
members.

This Handbook deals with these questions
Section 1: Finding & Recruiting Members

Why do workers join or not join a trade union?
 How can the union persuade workers to join?
 What are the different ways to recruit workers?
 What type of materials can support a recruitment campaign?


Section 2: Union Organisation & Administration

What is the best type of structure for your union?
 How is a union constitution written and what needs to be included?
 What skills and knowledge does a union leader need?
 Why is it important to collect union dues and be accountable to the membership?


Section 3: Setting up Workplace Representation

What is representation at the workplace and why it is important?
 Who can be a representative and how are they elected?
 What is the best way to find activists and persuade them become workplace
representatives?
 How can networks and informal meetings assist workplace organising?
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Finding & Recruiting Workers
Recruiting - is the ‘No. 1’ role of the union
The more members, the stronger the union
and the trade union movement
 If the majority of workers join the union, the
employer takes notice (easy todismiss 10%
of the workforce, more difficult to dismiss
100%)
 The larger the membership the more
protection the union can give to workers


Key Point
In Bangladesh a union
must have 20% of the
total
workforce
as
members. If not - no
registration. DoL checks
the figures, so aim for 30
– 40%

Recruiting workers is the first step to registration

Key Point



Keep
membership
records and update
them regularly.

The law states that a union with less than 20% of
the total workforce will not be registered



Follow the law for signing up members; use the
form supplied by DoL (Labour Law section?)



Include the list of certified members in the
application (keep the certificates if DoL asks to
verify)

Remember,
someone from the
Department of
Labour will come to
your workplace to
check the figures
you put in the
application form
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Workers need a union to
Improve wages, working conditions and Occupational Safety and Health
 Stop the employer exploiting them
 Make sure the employer does not breach the law
 Protect them against discrimination, harassment and other unfair practices


‘We work together in communities and families – let’s work collectively
in the union’
Planning a Recruitment Campaign
Set up an Interim Committee (the Committee) made up of workers who
are interested in forming a union and meet after work to plan and organise
the campaign

Step 1: know your workplace
Key Point
 If your union is part of a ‘group of establishments’ there will be different
workplaces, that maybe in other parts of the country.
 There can only be 3 unions in a ‘group’ (see Handbook 1)
 Investigate this before starting to recruit workers
 If there is no union in a ‘group’ set up meetings outside work with people
from the other workplaces to discuss developing a plan for recruiting in all
the workplaces in the ‘group’
 If there are already one or two unions in the ‘group’, find out how they
registered and discuss whether it is better to join them or start a third union
 If there are already 3 unions, contact these unions and select one to recruit
for in your workplace

kÖwg‡Kiv gRzwi I Kv‡Ri kZ©vejxi Rb¨ HK¨e× nq Ges msMVb M‡o †Zv‡j|
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Mapping your workplace
Give each Committee Member an area to research and gather useful information

Statistics / data







The total number of workers who are eligible
Key Point
to join the union
The type of work they do and what area they Always record the
gender of all groups in
work in
the workforce
Average age and number of women and men
Number and gender of supervisors / line
management
A list of workers who have already shown an interest in the union
The number of workers who are potential members and where they are
located

General Information




The reasons why workers may not want to join the union
An estimate of how much workers know about their rights
The major problems facing workers

Activity: Committee Meeting (outside the workplace)

Purpose: to discuss the data & information and plan an organising strategy
Answering Questions






Planning the strategy

Which is the easiest or most



When and where to start recruiting

difficult areas to recruit?



What are the fears of joining the
union?

Preparing leaflets and ordering
recruitment forms



What are the main work problems
faced in each area?

Setting a time line with dates for
events



Allocating responsibilities

Where are the potential members?  Arrangements to meet regularly
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Drawing the map/s of the workplace
Add the following information in the relevant are of the workplace






The type of work carried out
The number of workers, age and gender
Number and gender of supervisors
Layout of workspaces and exits / entrances
Note each worker on shift work and there work hours

Cutting Section, 3rd Floor
Helper

24 Person

Operator

28 Person

Supervisor

4 Person

(2) Keep a record of progress and issues and update regularly
Job/sec- No of
tion/ floor workers
AMachining

5F
2M

No of
No of
Employment Recruiter Issues
/probname
members supervisors status
lems
2 signed 1 M
2 full time
3 poten5 casuals
tial

Important Rules
1) Start recruiting in the areas where there are already members or potential
members before approaching those workers are not interested. As the
numbers of members grows, it is easier to persuade others.
2) Set a goal of 10% of workers by a set date; review and set another goal
until 30 or 40 % are members. But don’t stop aim for 100%.
3) Keep the map up to date as you get more members or if workers leave or
change their minds.
4) Never record anything about the worker’s private / family life or personal
work issues.
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Activities to Recruit Workers
Types of Activities






Talking to members
individually
Small meetings
Social events
Information stalls in
communities
Handing out leaflets

Key Point
The law in Bangladesh forbids trade unions
to carry out activities in work time, (unless
registered and with the employer’s
permission) Recruit outside the workplace
or during breaks

Preparation
Select an activity, suitable for the type of workplace and workers
 Decide who will be invited
 Find out the work do they do and what problems they have.


Talking to Workers Individually (I - to - 1)
Talking informally with individual workers inside or outside the workplace can
start to persuade workers to join and identifying potential members.
Have casual / informal chats to find potential members
1) Raise the issue during a general conversation, ask questions and listen E.g.
‘What is the worst problem you have at work?’ ‘What would like changed?’
‘Have you tried to do anything about it?’
2) Find out if they have heard about a trade union; what is their impression of
unions and ask if they any questions
3) If they are interested, explain about the union and how it works
4) Ask if they would like to join and explain the process or if they are in a hurry
arrange another time and place to meet
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Holding a Small Meeting
When you have found potential members, invite them to a small meeting after
work or in their community
1) Make it informal, offer tea and start by thanking them for coming along.
2) Ask questions and give the workers time to share stories about their work
problems, if they can manage to support their families on their wage? their
health problems? have they tried to resolve them?
3) Introduce the union and briefly explain the aim and purpose, how the union
protects workers – respond to their fears with positive comments; bring a
simple leaflet to hand out.
4) Explain the process of becoming a member and the importance of registration;
give some examples of organised unions in other RMG factories.
5) Hand out membership application forms and ask people to fill in now or follow
up later.
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Social Community Events
As the number of members and potential members increase and the
union is collecting union dues, organise a small social event in the
community
1)
2)
3)
4)

Decide on a local issue for the social event and make a plan
Invite non-members, new members and their families.
Hand out invitations outside the workplace
Organise, food (ask new members to contribute a dish), music or invite a
community / NGO leader who can
talk about human rights and
family rights
5) Prepare for the new members to go
around and share why they joined
with non-members
6) Select a member of the committee
to answer questions and share why
they joined
7) Give out application forms at the
end of the meeting and if they
want to join later – follow them up
at work

Information Stalls outside the workplace / in the community
As union dues increase the committee can prepare more materials. Focus each one
on a topic, like Occupational Safety & Health (OSH), to attract workers’ attention
1) Decide a location, time and a focus that is important to the workers and their
families; e.g. OSH, wages and terms of employment, job security
2) Organise a table with umbrellas to protect from rain & sun
3) Set up a roster of member volunteers, to take it in turns to be on the stall
4) Prepare materials, leaflets, membership application forms or ask people to sign
a petition
5) Hold a meeting of the volunteers to discuss responses and how to deal with
difficult questions
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Handing out Leaflets & surveys
These are essential for attracting workers’ attention and gives them time to think
about joining but will depend on the literacy levels of the workers and needs
resources
1) The committee nominates members to design 1 or 2 page leaflets with simple
and clear information
2) As dues are collected, the committee can prepare a budget that sets aside
money for materials (after researching the cost)
3) Seek support from other trade unions, national or industrial centres (they may
already have leaflets or printing- photocopying equipment) or ask a local
leader who supports trade unions
4) Ask the national centre to order the forms for signing up members from
DoL (JL Question do workers have to apply individually for their forms)?
5) Set up a team of members to deliver or hand out the leaflets in the
community, outside the workplace or at campaign organising events
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Activity: Brainstorming
The Committee sits together and brainstorms other ideas for recruitment
activities that are realistic for your members and communities
Recruitment takes time and planning but never give up

Important Rules


Always start with questions, encourage people to talk and listen carefully
before responding



Never argue, find some common ground about an issue and start from there



Do not act like a salesperson, show an interest in what the workers say



Recognise their fears and describe how they can be protected – remind them
that they have the right in law to join a trade union



Give volunteer recruiters advice and guidelines on how best to approach a
worker



Explain the importance of union dues and financial independence



Make the materials simple and easy to understand and factor in literacy
levels



Make sure campaign activities do not break the current Labour Laws or
workers can be dismissed, which stops other workers from joining



Keep up to date records and note down workers’ problems so they can be
used in negotiations



Assist workers to send in the application forms and all supporting

The more members you sign – the more can persuade
“Success leads to Success”
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Union Organisation & Administration at the Basic (Workplace) Level
The Structure of the Trade
Union
A union structure demonstrates
how democracy is implemented; in
large unions or national unions this
structure can be complex but in a
workplace union, it needs to be
kept simple.

Key Point
If members are not involved the union is
not democratic Leaders will make
decisions for the member Instead of
members making decisions for the
leaders

Organise representation so members can be genuinely involved in decision
making
The structure depends on the size and number of workplaces, the areas where
they are located, and the number of workers

A typical factory basic union structure
The Annual General Meeting AGM
The decision-making body of the union
Leaders & Members of the Executive Committee Elected. Policies Debated &
Voted on
The Members
Elect delegates from the members to represent them at the AGM Elect workplace
representations
Workplace Representatives
Elected by the members at the workplace and holds regular member’s meetings
Executive Committee
President / General Secretary / Treasurer / Assistant General Secretary (elected at
the AGM) Workplace / Representative/s (elected at the workplace) Carries out
the day to day work of the union and supports shop stewards and committees
Task or Group Committees
Set up by the Executive Committee to organise work as required
E.g. Women / Campaigning / Recruitment / OSH / Negotiating
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The structure demonstrates that all positions are elected by the members and
the Executive Committee is responsible and accountable to the members



In a small workplace, all members could vote at the AGM but as the union
grows it becomes more difficult and areas in the workplace may have to
elect delegates to attend the AGM



The number and size of the structure depends on the number of workers and
the location of the work areas. In a small workplace (20 or less workers, the
executive committee can be the workplace representatives and OSH
Representative)



In a workplace of 50 or more workers there needs to be workplace
representatives in each area and at least 1 x union OSH Committee.

The Union Constitution
(Rules)
The Rule Book or Constitution
is a legal document. All
members must have access to
the Constitution and all office
bearers must know the rules and
work within them.

Key Point
If the Labour Laws and Industrial Laws are
not consistent with the ILO Freedom of
Association Convention 87, the union (after
it is registered) can support lobbying for the
laws to be changed

Steps to Adopting the Constitution
Always involving all members in the process because it gives them ownership
and helps them to understand the rights of the trade union and the importance of
following the legal process.

Step 1
Discusses with other unions or the federation / national centre
 Asks to see a constitution of a union that is registered
 Contacts the National Centre / Federations for the RMG sector for support
 The Committee prepares the first draft
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Step 2


When 10% of the workforce is organised, the Committee calls a meeting of
all members to explain the Constitution and ask for feedback

Activity: At the meeting






Explain the purpose of the Constitution and the legal requirements
Divide members into small groups
Ask each group to discuss the draft and put forward questions and recommendations for amendments or additions
Ask each group to report back
Discuss the points raised and what can or cannot be included

Step 3
The Interim Executive Committee prepares a 2nd draft with the amendments
 Hands it out to all new members and tells them there will be a vote at the next
meeting
 Ask them to contact the Committee if they have any questions or amendments


Step 4


When 20% + of the workforce are organised hold a General Meeting for all
members



At the meeting explain the purpose and legal requirements & read out the
Constitution,



Ask for questions and then call for a vote by show of hands



Record those for and those against and prepare a statement to be signed by
the Chair of the Meeting
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Writing the Constitution

The constitution must be clear
and concise, in a language that
all members can understand.

Key Point
The union must submit 3 copies of the
Constitution with the application for
registration with proof that it was
agreed to at a General Meeting of all
members (Labour Act 2006, 178. 2.b)

The Contents of the Constitution













The name of the union (give an e.g. of a Bangla name)
The aim and values of the union
Who can be a member of the union (as classified in the Labour Act and Rules)
The responsibilities of the union executive officers to the members
The role and duties of each position in the union structure
The responsibilities of a member and resignation procedures
The structure of the union and decision making processes
Election procedures and formalities
The collection of union dues and financial processes, including audits
Rules of conduct, including against any form of discrimination
Rules governing the conduct of the AGM and other meetings
Services to be offered by the union

BDwbq‡bi MVbZš¿
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The Aims and Values can include, for example to:
Strive for decent work for all members and workers in the RMG sector
 Achieve job security and improved terms and conditions for all workers
 Promote a just and fair society for workers, their families and communities
 Work towards the elimination of all type of discrimination


A statement on gender equality and rights for women workers
 Work together with unity and practice solidarity with the trade union movement
in Bangladesh




Persist with campaigns to achieve Freedom of Association and the eradication
of poverty

Elections of Trade Union Officer Bearers
The process for elections is set out in the
Constitution and is incorporated into the
structure of the union.
The union must submit signed copies of
resolutions that approved the constitution
DoL will check the signatures and if they
are not genuine, registration can be
rejected.

The Executive Officer positions
are usually

Key Point
The Bangladesh Labour Act Rules,
2015 state the number of executive
officers permitted by size of
membership (169-1)
In a ‘group of establishments’ there
must be at least 1 executive officer
from each establishment (169, 3&4)
Workers number
051-100 Members

President
General Secretary
2 Assistant General Secretary
(each with different functions such as
chairing meetings, membership and
financial
administration,
policy
development
or
campaigning,
negotiations)

101-400 Members





401-800 Members
801-1500 Members
1501-3000 Members
3001-5000 Members
5001-7500 Members
7501-7500 Members
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Executive officers

07 Person’s
09 Person’s
11 Person’s
13 Person’s
17 Person’s
25 Person’s
30 Person’s
35 Person’s



Other positions could include, for example: a Women’s Officer, OSH
Officer, Campaigns or Communication Officer



After deciding the positions in the Executive, the Committee prepares a task
sheet for each position to be attached to the Constitution



The Constitution must state the term of office which is usually 1 or 2 years
and procedures for filling a position if the office holder steps down.

Short terms for office bearers means that other members have the opportunity to
take on leadership roles. This prevents
corruption or a leader becoming too Key Point
comfortable in the position
Members can contest the election
Include a rule for members to put a vote of
no confidence in an officer (with factual
evidence); if it is passed by a majority of
votes, the officer must step down

or the DoL can ask for evidence.
Keep documented evidence and
record results in the minutes
signed by the Chair

Election Procedures


Elections are the first agenda item at the AGM. After the election, the new
office bearers conduct the meeting



The name and addresses of each member is written down as they enter the
meeting on production of an Identity Card



If there is only one nomination that person is automatically appointed



The vote is taken by either (1) a show of hands at the meeting or (2) a secret
ballot with independent scrutinizers who count the ballot papers in front of
witnesses (depending on the size of the meeting)



The total number of votes must be equal to the number of members listed as
attending the meeting, including abstentions (members who choose not to
vote).
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The Roles and Responsibilities of Trade Union Leaders
The President and the General Secretary are the elected leaders of the union and
are responsible to the members for:
 Managing the union and ensuring that the legal requirements are met
 Coordinating policy development and implementation, including campaigns
 Communicating with other trade unions and International Trade Union
Organisations
 Representing the members in negotiations with management
 Supporting and advising workplace representatives
 Representing and standing by members in cases of dismissal or
discrimination
 Preparing for and conducting general meetings and the AGM
 Coordinating and overseeing the implementation of the union programme of
activities and the work of other officers

Leadership values and styles
Leadership styles need to be consistent with the values and principles of a trade
union; there is a difference between democratic and autocratic leadership styles
Group 1 – Giving members responsibilities and decision making powers
Group 2 – Working with members and listening to them
Group 3 – Giving the union a strong voice and feeling of unity
All these styles have a place in union leadership but the leaders need to
understand when and how to use them for a particular situation; for example

The Problem

The Solution

Members are not united and there is The leader can work with them to
demonstrate the importance of
conflict between groups in the union
working collectively
Members are not active or participating The leader listens, delegates some
responsibilities and encourages
in the union
members
Solidarity action is weak
campaigns are not successful

and The leader provides a strong voice
and demonstrates leadership with a
vision that members can follow
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Qualities for a Trade Union Leader









Confidence, and a commitment to the values and principles of a trade union
A positive attitude, with the ability to be patient as well as decisive
Integrity, in putting democracy into practice and upholding the principles and
values
Respect for the membership and workers without discrimination or a
patronising attitude
Accountability and honesty, in implementing agreed decisions and ignoring
external attempts to corrupt and manipulate
Modesty when communicating with members and the courage to own up to
mistakes
Persistence, in the struggle for rights, especially during difficult times while
remaining independent from other organisations and political parties
Transparency, being open about actions and not holding secret talks with
employers or government

Knowledge and Skills
Union officers need skills, for
exampleListening,
public
speaking,
delegating, coordinating, knowing
when to be directive and when to
step back, negotiating, research,
writing reports, empowering people,
strategic planning & supporting
other executives.

Key Point
In a democratic organisation, leaders
need certain qualities to ensure that
members have a sense of ownership of
the union. If leaders are making all the
decisions or not listening, the members
will leave or work against the leadership

Remember these are voluntary positions but if the officer believes in the principles
and values of trade unionism they can learn the skills and grow into the position

Activity: Training session for officers to
Explore the qualities of a leader and find out the particular skills of each
officer (they may have skills from holding a position in their communities)
 Discuss the roles and responsibilities of each position and
 Decide how to work as a team to meet challenges ahead
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Membership Dues and Financial Management




Financial management is an important
part of maintaining the independence
and credibility of the union and
working towards self-sufficiency.
Union income and expenditure must
be given to an independent auditor at
the end of each financial year.

Key Point
Accountable and transparent
financial administration makes
sure that the money is not stolen,
lost, wasted or misused

Income
The main source of income is the membership subscription / dues.
Funds can come from other sources, for example







Owning and renting property
Bank interest from a savings account
Selling books and pamphlets
Fund raising activities
Charging entrance fees to events
Money from a National or Industrial Federation or a Global Union Federation

Remember – no income must compromise the unions’ independence or
integrity or have ‘strings attached’

Collecting Union Dues

The amount the members pay is written into the Constitution and must be
reasonable in terms of the average wage of workers. Some unions have a set
amount (Taka 100 per week). Other unions fix the amount as a Percentage of the
worker’s basic wage (JL need an example that is relevant to the amount workers
earn). This is fairer as workers on a high wage will be paying the equivalent of
workers on a low wage
The amount can be increased or decreased at an AGM but needs to be sufficient
for the union to operate but does not increase the struggle for the worker to
support
thegRz
family
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The more members the union
recruit, the more activities,
programmes and services they
can provide for members

Key Point
The type of collection method chosen will
depend on the whether a check off system is
acceptable to the employer, or is not banned
by law, or if the workers have a bank
account. Collecting money every month
from members is time consuming and the
money is not as safe as if it is put directly
into a bank account

Ways to collect dues
1) Collecting money from each member once a month / week, after pay day and
giving them a receipt
2) Setting up a check off system with the employer who (a) deducts the money
from a member’s pay (b) puts it into the union’s bank account, and (c) sends
the union a list of members who have paid
3) Asking members to set up a regular bank transfer from their bank to the
union’s bank

†Kvlva¨ÿ
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Expenditure
Money is spent on activities or services that benefit or protect members

For example

Wages for full or part time employees
Allowances for volunteer officers when doing union work
Office rent, telephone, internet, postage, stationery, electricity
Travel, food & accommodation
Cost of vehicles, office furniture and equipment
Affiliation fees to the federation or national centre or a Global Union
Federation
 Fees for lawyers, accountants and government fees such as registration
 Education programmes and campaigning activities, leaflets and materials







The Executive Officers prepare a budget for each year demonstrating the
expected income and to be spent on each area of expenditure.
The Treasurer is responsible for preparing and presenting the budget and the
financial, audited reports to the AGM for the members to question, amend and
approve

The Accountability Chain for Financial Administration
The Receipt






A record of the purchase of goods or services with the name and address of
the supplier, the type of goods or service, who made the purchase, the date
and how much it cost
The original goes to the person who paid and a copy is retained by the seller
This keeps a true and accurate record of all purchases and prevents misuse of
money
The union must also provide a receipt to every member who paid their dues

The Voucher



A record of payment made to a person to use for the union, signed by both
parties
Stating who received the payment, who authorised the payment, who issued
the money, the date it was authorised and received, the purpose and amount
23
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The
CashcÖY
Book

A monthly record of income and expenditure in a bound book with numbered
pages
 Every month the cash balance is bought over from the previous month and
the main details of each receipt and voucher recorded and totalled
 Total expenditure is subtracted from the cash balance of the previous month
as either a minus or a plus figure


The Bank Account

A bank account is a safe place to keep the union money, with a current
account for day to day transactions and a savings account for building up
reserve funds
 The union receives a cheque book with serial numbers and bank statements
that allow the treasurer to monitor all deposits and payments. Cheques
always need two signatures
 At the end of the financial year the Treasurer reconciles the bank statement
with the cash book


Petty Cash

A small amount of money drawn out in cash by the Treasurer on a regular
basis to be used for day to day expenses
 The designated amount is withdrawn from the bank with a signed voucher
and recorded in the cash book
 An approved person uses money to spend on essentials, records the amount
and keeps the receipts or cash slips.


All Officers need to be introduced to the Chain of Accountability so that they
cannot claim ignorance if it is not followed correctly.
Receipts, vouchers, bank statements and cash books must be kept in a secure
place and given to the Auditor at the end of the financial year.
The Treasurer sends monthly financial reports to the Executive Committee in
order to monitor and analyse expenditure and income.

Authorisation of spending

The General Secretary and / or Assistant General Secretary have the
responsibility to authorise spending up to a set amount and required independent
audits.
24
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